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hi val. i tried the xp-310 and the firmware update will not work. however, the xp-245 does have a firmware ej18d2 and the printer can be updated via the reset utility and used to make the upgrade. the xp-310 does not have firmware ej18d2. thanks for posting the link to the reset utility. it's unfortunate that the old firmware is not publicly available. i don't know of any other way to obtain the old firmware for your printer. the xp-315 is not available in the usa and it appears that only the xp-310 is available in the usa for 2013. thanks for the reply. i was wondering whether you've tried anything to try to get the error to go away. i'll have a look at wic reset when i get home. i also downloaded the drivers and tried
reinstalling but the error still occurs. it's very frustrating. i have a xp-640 with the same problem as paul m, but i was able to download the correct firmware with the utility from the epson site. i downloaded it and used the utility to put the firmware in. it then rebooted the printer, i turned the printer back on and the firmware was the correct one. i then reinstalled the software and i was able to use the 3rd party cartridges again. i am able to confirm this firmware has been installed. it is a newer revision than the one that won't accept the cartridges. i hope this helps any others having the same issue. hi, i have a xp-640. i have download the latest firmware from the epson website and used the utility to update

my printer. i have tried to reinstall the printer software but the updater does not work. i have tried to download the updater from the epson website but it says it is up to date. also the printer is not connected to a network even though it is on my network and windows 10 says it is protected and it is running on windows 10. it does not connect to my printer. i have tried to run the updater from a different computer and it says it is not connected to a network. do you have any suggestions?
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ej18d2 and the printer can be updated via the reset utility and used to make the upgrade. the xp-310 does not

have firmware ej18d2. thanks for posting the link to the reset utility. it's unfortunate that the old firmware is
not publicly available. i don't know of any other way to obtain the old firmware for your printer. the xp-315 is

not available in the usa and it appears that only the xp-310 is available in the usa for 2013. thanks for the
reply. i was wondering whether you've tried anything to try to get the error to go away. i'll have a look at wic
reset when i get home. i also downloaded the drivers and tried reinstalling but the error still occurs. it's very

frustrating. i have a xp-640 with the same problem as paul m, but i was able to download the correct firmware
with the utility from the epson site. i downloaded it and used the utility to put the firmware in. it then rebooted
the printer, i turned the printer back on and the firmware was the correct one. i then reinstalled the software

and i was able to use the 3rd party cartridges again. i am able to confirm this firmware has been installed. it is
a newer revision than the one that won't accept the cartridges. i hope this helps any others having the same
issue. hi, i have a xp-640. i have download the latest firmware from the epson website and used the utility to
update my printer. i have tried to reinstall the printer software but the updater does not work. i have tried to

download the updater from the epson website but it says it is up to date. also the printer is not connected to a
network even though it is on my network and windows 10 says it is protected and it is running on windows 10.
it does not connect to my printer. i have tried to run the updater from a different computer and it says it is not
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